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Strange things are happening in the countryside near Lake Erie. Creepy and ominous and ... purple things. On May 25, the sky
turns a rich purple hue and another weird crop circle appears in Teddy Rockenmoff’s wheat field. Then an alien is heard upstairs
in his farmhouse, which freaks him out. Panicked, Teddy calls his husband Nick in Chicago, and begs him to come home from a
business trip. Nick says he’ll catch the first flight, but will Teddy be alive when he gets there? A few miles away, farm boy Calvin
Meeder has fallen in love with Ben Gregorian, the star of the hit reality show Single Gay Man. The two men met and dated when
Calvin was a contestant on the show. Unfortunately, they aren’t together these days. Ben lives too far away from Calvin. This
distance is just a small problem to deal with, though. The bigger problem he has is locked in a dog cage beneath the basement
that comes from a distant planet and makes a disturbing sound. Then there’s Clint Hilly, who can only think of sex, sex, and more
sex with his new boyfriend Dean Catherwood. Meeting at the hidden meadow for a good time is all he wants to do, but his world’s
about to turn upside down. There’s something massive in the sky, spinning, metal-like, and purple. Will these three men and their
lovers live through the night to share their strange tales of terror? Maybe. Maybe not. Only daylight will bring answers after the
purple night of alien terror.
Tony Macucci is god in the music industry. Admittedly, he is a rather unscrupulous god, but none of his exploits can prepare him
for his ultimate challenge. To keep his cushy job, he must revive the faded career of Dave McGuinn and catapult that dusty hit
American Sky into Americas Number 1 Song. Macucci decides that the only way to ensure success is to perfectly time a hit on the
aging singer. Trouble is, the music maestro begins to admire the performer. As Macucci ultimately discovers, its far more difficult
to call off a hit than to plan one.
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In The Right Wrong Number, a 30-page short story by bestselling author Barbara Delinsky, Carly Kelly has just been presented
with a life-changing business opportunity for tiny nursery and flower store, Plant People. But she only has four days to decide,
which means she will most likely have to cancel her weekend trip away. She dials her friends to let them know, and excitedly
launches into a speech about the opportunity. But when she pauses, a sexy, inquisitive stranger is on the other end, and he's
eager to hear about her store, her passions and her life. She's dialed the wrong number--- and the man on the other end, with his
deep voice, his charming jokes and his excellent advice, is a surprise she never expected... Will this wrong number turn out to be
right man for Carly? Don't miss this 30-page short story from bestselling author Barbara Delinsky. Featuring an excerpt from
Barbara Delinsky's novel Sweet Salt Air.
INSIDE JOBS A Novel Unscrupulous individuals concoct bold, daring schemes to steal company property and funds for their own
benefit. The Time: During the last several months The Setting: Allied Electronic Systems-a huge, high-tech corporation located in
southern California. The Stories: From the seclusion, safety and special vantage points afforded by their jobs inside of Allied
Electronics, certain individuals engage in individual plots of their own unique design to divert company resources to themselves.
Matched against them are the managers and staff charged with detecting, investigating and resolving such fraudulent activities.
Their efforts must be as creative and innovative as the perpetrators of the diabolical schemes. The reader travels along, side by
side, with the investigators as they unravel and solve each case.
When a mysterious text message summons May Wexler to a biker bar in downtown New Orleans, she knows something is very
wrong. Her sister has sent out an SOS, but when May gets there, she's nowhere to be found and May is the one in trouble--she's
wearing pink espadrilles, she's got a Chihuahua in her purse, and she's in the middle of a shootout. After tall, muscular Ozzie
comes to her rescue, May has no choice but to follow him to safety. At the headquarters of his private security firm, the Bourbon
Street Boys, she finds a refuge for the night--and the offer of a job. But it's not long before a gun-toting stalker isn't the only
complication in May's life: the more time she spends with Ozzie, the less she can deny that they've got some serious chemistry. A
wrong number got her into this mess...Will it also get her the right guy?

Who wouldn't want Hollywood hottie Cree Radek? When Evan Walker, Cree's assistant, gives in to temptation, he's sure
Cree only wants a one-nighter. Evan has plans of his own, and falling in love isn't one of them. Cree Radek is one of
Hollywood's hottest stars. He's an unapproachable alpha wrapped in black leather and spikes with ice-blue eyes lined in
black. He's hard to read and all kinds of sex-on-a-stick. Evan Walker works for Cree as his assistant. Long hours and
living arrangements make it impossible to keep things professional. So, when things get steamy, Evan sees himself as an
easy target. But for Cree, Evan is a lot more than a one-night stand. Family business takes Evan away in the middle of
filming. Cree says he wants him back, but can a celebrity be faithful to a regular guy?
Sometimes Survival Isn’t Enough . . . Years of living on the street and fending for herself have made Makay Greyson
tough and resourceful, if a bit disillusioned. She’s come a long way from sleeping in parks and scavenging for food. Her
entire focus is on providing a better life for her young brother, one without fear of loss and neglect. That certainly doesn’t
leave time for Harrison Matthews, who from their first meeting sends fire through her veins and upsets all her carefully
laid plans. Makay has done things she isn’t proud of to survive, and those choices now threaten the small amount of
security she’s created—and any chance of a future with Harrison. They’ve been raised in two very different worlds, and
the secrets they both hide can only lead to disaster. There is only one chance to make it right, and one misstep could be
fatal. Your Eyes Don’t Lie is a story about facing fears, sacrificing for those you love, and about a girl who thinks she
isn’t worth loving and a guy who knows she is. ?Note: All the stories in the Lily's House series are complete stories
without cliffhangers. Reading all of them will catch you up with characters in previous novels, but you do not have to read
them in order. Enjoy!
Short story anthology
“Phil Callaway seasons our lives with joy and laughter drawn from the deep well of living. Splash through this book and
see if you’re not refreshed. I double-dog dare you.” —Chris Fabry,New York Times bestselling author and host of Chris
Fabry Live Laughter is a windshield wiper. It won’t stop the rain, but it will keep you going. Life was funnier when we
were five. Grownups tripped on a rake and we laughed for hours. Then came headlines and deadlines. Downturns and
disappointments. Laugh Like a Kid Again is for anyone who wonders amid pressing anxieties—who stole my joy? From
the tender to the hilarious, these lighthearted stories will help you smile. You’ll encounter a prodigal dog, an incoming
tornado, an unexpected afternoon in prison, and where to go when you have nine minutes to live. You’ll hear whispers of
a God who… loves you more than you imagine holds your hand when you’re handed more than you can handle does
awesome work in the dark Whether you face dark times or just need a good laugh, this “masterpiece of joy” will show
you how to leave a lasting legacy, look up, and laugh again.
"By the time I was 24, I was pretty jaded -- I thought I'd seen and done it all. Then I met Gene. My life is divided into two
sections: PG (well... maybe R) and AG (after Gene)." --Shannon Tweed Two decades and two children after their first
meeting at the Playboy Mansion, Shannon Tweed and Gene Simmons are still happily together. "Kiss and Tell" is the
surprising side of the story from one of the world's most beautiful women.
ARISE Sprouts: Are You Living An Upside-Down Life s a collection of stories, motivational posters and valuable
information about the dangers of putting boys, sex and babies before education, meaningful relationships and a bright,
solid future. This book awakens teenage girls to what they are giving up when they let boys and hormones make their
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Falsch Verbunden, aber richtig verliebt! Jeder kennt die Regeln beim Chatten mit dem Handy: Wenn dir eine unbekannte
Nummer seltsame Nachrichten schreibt, dann löschst du sie. Du antwortest nicht und du lässt dich schon gar nicht auf
einen Flirt mit einem Fremden ein. Denn jemand, den du noch nie gesehen hast, sollte nicht deine Gedanken
beherrschen. Und du solltest erst recht nicht so jemanden dazu überreden, eine Babyziege zu kaufen – das wäre
schließlich absurd! Doch als Delia versehentlich in einen Chat mit Zach Hastings gerät, hält sich keiner der beiden an die
Regeln. Sie schreiben und flirten immer weiter, denn Zach ist perfekt und obwohl Delia ihn nie getroffen hat, mag sie ihn
mehr und mehr. Dabei ist sie gerade nicht auf der Suche nach der Liebe und Zach hat definitiv die falsche Nummer ...
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Brett Shackley came to Hollywood for a taste of the fast life and hot, famous men. He never expected to find love behind the scenes. Brett
Shackley has watched his best friend find love with a famous actor. His connections have also given him the opportunity to work as a
personal assistant to another Who's Who in Hollywood. He's a bit flamboyant and perhaps a tad too giddy when he settles on a new celebrity
crush. So blinded by the brilliance of the bright lights headliner, he fails to see what's right before his eyes. Brett follows his boss to yet
another movie set, preparing to scope out the new faces on the latest project. Sadly, it also means he's sidelined with all the other assistants
and behind the camera crew. Brett doesn't mind too much as long as a certain actor gets a shirtless scene—and soon! Eddie Huff has been
around a couple of years. He knows a thing or two about playing it cool. The fact that Brett, a fellow personal assistant to the stars, is going
gaga over Eddie's A-list boss annoys him. Now he has to stay in close proximity with Brett. He gets to hear each longing sigh and flattering
gush of superlatives—every single day. It's enough to drive a guy insane. What's worse is that Eddie begins to suspect he might be just a
teeny bit jealous that Brett's single-minded attention is wasted on a star who couldn't care less about anyone except himself. Eddie thinks
Brett might be the man for him. Now he has to convince the starry-eyed novice that the right heartthrob for the part isn't the guy in front of the
camera.
When the phone rings long after midnight, it spells trouble of the lethal kind for Dallas private eye Ed Earl Burch in a gritty and relentless hardboiled thriller that races from the gleaming towers of Houston to the decadent charms of New Orleans and the stark desert mountains of the
Texas Big Bend country and northern Mexico. Burch is a cashiered homicide detective with bad knees, a wounded liver and an empty bank
account. He’s been hired to protect an old flame after the disappearance of her husband, a high-flying Houston financier who ripped off his
clients, including some deeply unsavory gentlemen from New Orleans. It’s a simple job that goes wrong fast, plunging Burch into a ruthless
contest where nothing and nobody can be trusted. Money and sex tempt him to break his own rules—twin temptations served up by the old
flame, a rangy strawberry blonde with a violent temper and a terminal knack for larceny and betrayal. Those New Orleans gentlemen give the
game a more murderous edge by sending two hitmen to reclaim their stolen goods and kill anybody involved in the score. Burch also faces
an old adversary, Houston homicide detective Cider Jones, a mystic with Comanche blood who blames Burch for his partner’s death and
wouldn’t mind seeing him wind up dead. When his best friend gets murdered in Dallas by hired muscle, Burch blames himself and grimly
sets out for vengeance that also delivers a bloody form of redemption. The action is as remorseless and unpredictable as a runaway cement
truck, leading to a lonely white chapel in an abandoned mining town on the Mexican side of the Rio Grande.
Louella Lawrence knows her daughter was murdered. She received the call that the young woman overdosed from heroin while attending
Oxford University. Further investigation does indeed prove foul play. A wealthy Panamanian student is the prime suspect. Unfortunately, he
has an iron clad alibi and enough money to buy innocence. Mrs. Lawrence has money, too, and she will not rest until her daughter's murderer
is found and punished. She will break the bounds of diplomacy to get her revenge. A call is placed to the remote Canadian Rockies, where an
ex-soldier makes his home. In the past, the soldier performed ?special tasks.? His expertise is now required in Panama. With his small team,
the soldier heads overseas where justice is due. At the prodding of the mother, he will hunt down her daughter's killer?and anyone who gets
in his way. He is a secret soldier of fortune. He might even be your neighbor. In his line of work, punishment prevails, and no ill deed goes
unpaid.
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author J. Kenner comes a new story in her Stark Security series… Hollywood consultant
Renly Cooper is fed up with relationships. His recent breakup with a leading lady played out across the tabloids, and the former Navy Seal is
more than ready to focus on his new position as an agent at the elite Stark Security agency. He’s expecting international stakes. Instead, his
first assignment is to protect one of Damien Stark’s friends from a stalker. A woman who, to his delight, turns out to be one of his closest
childhood friends. After a foray into online dating puts tech genius Abby Jones in danger, she needs a bodyguard, and her business partner,
Nikki Fairchild Stark, enlists help from Stark Security. When the assigned agent turns out to be her best friend from junior high—and her first
crush—she’s thrilled to discover he’s even more delicious now. She hopes one sexy night can turn into more, but Renly is firmly in the friendswith-benefits camp. As the threat to Abby increases, she tries to keep her growing feelings for Renly at bay. But as the sparks between them
burn even hotter, can they go from friends to lovers when the first order of business is simply to keep Abby alive? **Every 1001 Dark Nights
novella is a standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s
series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.** Reviews for Memories of You: “A lovely, steamy quick read in the wonderful
Stark world. This has been a delicious little morsel.” - Love Shack Romance “This has the heat that you expect from Ms. Kenner and is an
easy and interesting read” - Alicia, Goodreads Reviewer “Another suspenseful romance done with excellence and heart from one of my
favorite writers.” - Patricia, Goodreads Reviewer
Wrong Number, Right GuyTotally Entwined Group (USA+CAD)
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When Danielle dials the wrong number and gets Mark on the line, he surprises her with making a fantasy of hers come true. Only
there's one small catch: no sex, no talking, but a whole lot of orgasms...
Hollywood Hotties series Wrong Number, Right Guy A wrong number with a sexy voice on the other end... What are the chances a
regular guy has just hooked the hottest actor on the silver screen? Ryan Pierce is in town shooting the latest romantic action
movie and attending all the right publicity parties. He wasn't expecting to pick up the phone to an easy laugh and real
conversation. So, when he discovers that his caller has misdialed, it surprises him even more that he doesn't want the man to
hang up. Dar Phillips is the last man to get star-struck, yet his best friend drags him out to be an extra on a movie set. It's a chance
to meet the guy on the set who he accidently called, but he has to admit the lead actor is hot stuff. Could the loping mega-star be
his phone-a-friend? And, when they kiss, is Dar ready for the paparazzi and accusations of betrayal by the man who now stars in
Dar's every dream? Who did Dar fall for? The elusive Ryan Pierce, who can't be seen with him, or the quiet, gentle man who's just
a phone call away? Acting Out Who wouldn't want Hollywood hottie Cree Radek? When Evan Walker, Cree's assistant, gives in to
temptation, he's sure Cree only wants a one-nighter. Evan has plans of his own, and falling in love isn't one of them. Cree Radek
is one of Hollywood's hottest stars. He's an unapproachable alpha wrapped in black leather and spikes with ice-blue eyes lined in
black. He's hard to read and all kinds of sex-on-a-stick. Heartthrob Evan Walker works for Cree as his assistant. Long hours and
living arrangements make it impossible to keep things professional. So, when things get steamy, Evan sees himself as an easy
target. But for Cree, Evan is a lot more than a one-night stand. Brett Shackley came to Hollywood for a taste of the fast life and
hot, famous men. He never expected to find love behind the scenes. Brett Shackley has watched his best friend find love with a
famous actor. His connections have also given him the opportunity to work as a personal assistant to another Who's Who in
Hollywood. He's a bit flamboyant and perhaps a tad too giddy when he settles on a new celebrity crush. So blinded by the
brilliance of the bright lights headliner, he fails to see what's right before his eyes. Brett follows his boss to yet another movie set,
preparing to scope out the new faces on the latest project. Sadly, it also means he's sidelined with all the other assistants and
behind the camera crew. Brett doesn't mind too much as long as a certain actor gets a shirtless scene—and soon! Eddie Huff has
been around a couple of years. He knows a thing or two about playing it cool. The fact that Brett, a fellow personal assistant to the
stars, is going gaga over Eddie's A-list boss annoys him. Now he has to stay in close proximity with Brett. He gets to hear each
longing sigh and flattering gush of superlatives—every single day. It's enough to drive a guy insane. What's worse is that Eddie
begins to suspect he might be just a teeny bit jealous that Brett's single-minded attention is wasted on a star who couldn't care
less about anyone except himself. Eddie thinks Brett might be the man for him. Now he has to convince the starry-eyed novice that
the right heartthrob for the part isn't the guy in front of the camera. Family business takes Evan away in the middle of filming. Cree
says he wants him back, but can a celebrity be faithful to a regular guy? Publisher's Note: Two of these books were previously
published elsewhere. They have been revised and re-edited for release with Pride Publishing.
A wrong number with a sexy voice on the other end... What are the chances a regular guy has just hooked the hottest actor on the
silver screen? Ryan Pierce is in town shooting the latest romantic action movie and attending all the right publicity parties. He
wasn't expecting to pick up the phone to an easy laugh and real conversation. So, when he discovers that his caller has misdialed,
it surprises him even more that he doesn't want the man to hang up. Dar Phillips is the last man to get star-struck, yet his best
friend drags him out to be an extra on a movie set. It's a chance to meet the guy on the set who he accidently called, but he has to
admit the lead actor is hot stuff. Could the loping mega-star be his phone-a-friend? And, when they kiss, is Dar ready for the
paparazzi and accusations of betrayal by the man who now stars in Dar's every dream? Who did Dar fall for? The elusive Ryan
Pierce, who can't be seen with him, or the quiet, gentle man who's just a phone call away?
Drake lives in the clouds, desperate to forget the past. But then his father finds his weed stash. Drake must now take his A Levels
at Ashnest College, away from bad influences at Horlton High. Against command, he secretly continues to smoke, and behaves
recklessly to gain new friends. Now they must face the wrath of their furious victim. Trapped in a war to communicate with his
father and do the right thing, Drake struggles to hold on to what's left of his sanity before a repressed trauma destroys him.
Intensely immersive, Cloud Zero is a punchy and gritty debut.
It begins as an innocent prank: Deena Martinson and her best friend, Jade Smith, make sexy phone calls to the boys from school.
But Deena’s half-brother, Chuck, catches them in the act and threatens to tell their parents—unless the girls let him in on the fun.
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Chuck begins making random calls, threatening anyone who answers. It’s dangerous and exciting. The teens are even enjoying
the publicity and the uproar they’ve caused. Until Chuck calls a number on Fear Street.
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Garth has never regretted his path into ministry...until one night an unexpected kiss has him questioning everything. Father Garth
is a priest with a problem. For years, he's had a fascination with a particular congregant. Though he's never actually acknowledged
his sexuality, Garth's definitely more attracted to men than women. Fortunately, he hasn't had to deal with making a moral
decision...until the night he is caught in the dark and kissed senseless. Now, he fantasizes that the kiss was from the one man he
can't forget—Eli Jennings. For Garth, the man of his fantasies could be his, but how does he reconcile human desire with his vow to
God?

The final book in The Philosopher Stone trilogy. Locke Stone struggles to solve the mystery of his friends murder, the
survival of the victimized Marilee and his own inability to commit to a mate for life.
Everyone faces decisions in life that will lead them down a path, either toward or away from their purpose (Romans 8:28).
Travel with Jo as her choices bring her full circle with the will and purpose of God in her life, when she must make the
most important decision yet. “The path of the righteous is like the morning sun, shining ever brighter till the full light of
day … Let your eyes look straight ahead; fix your gaze directly before you. Give careful thought to the paths for your feet
and be steadfast in all your ways” (Proverbs 4:18, 25–26, NIV).
The sequel to one of the most popular Fear Street titles, with nearly 500,000 copies in print. Deena and Jade are up to
their old tricks, despite their vow to stop the phone pranks. Then the ominous call comes: “I’m getting out soon,” the
voice says, “and when I do, I’ll come after you.” Now the girls fear someone is out to kill them!
Psychic investigator Mason is suspicious when Ortiz, a shady Navy operative from the desert, asks for his help, claiming
he’s looking for his runaway teenage son, Owen. There’s more to it, he soon realizes, digging into Owen’s life, and
Mason finds himself going to extreme lengths to stay off Ortiz’s radar. And who exactly is the hippie, visible in old photos
but without a name, just beyond the reach of memory? With help from his talented roommate, Peggy, and his boyfriend,
Ned, the scruffy flatfoot tangles with drag queens, religious extremists, a protest march, and maybe even aliens in this
latest mystery in the Mason Braithwaite series.
Carol Wolper's witty bestselling novel The Cigarette Girl, now available as an eBook for the first time ever, is the hilarious
and refreshing story of a Hollywood screenwriter's search for Mr. Right in a city where men traffic in bimbos.
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